
Until not very long ago, it was widely accepted 
that lens-based (far-field) optical microscopes 
cannot visualize details much finer than about 
half the wavelength of light. The advent of viable 
physical concepts for overcoming the limiting 
role of diffraction in the early 1990s set off a 
quest that has led to readily applicable and widely 
accessible fluorescence microscopes with nanoscale 
spatial resolution. Here I discuss the principles of 
these methods together with their differences in 
implementation and operation. Finally, I outline 
potential developments.

Most textbooks still assert that a light microscope cannot 
resolve objects that are closer than about a quarter of a 
micrometer. However, as this issue of Nature Methods 
highlights, fluorescence microscopy has clearly turned 
into nanoscopy. And, as with many other leaps in sci-
ence, this has not been due to gradual improvements 
from persistent technological progress. Lens-based 
microscopy has toppled a barrier that was thought 
would stand forever: the diffraction barrier imposed by 
the wave nature of light (Fig. 1).

According to Émile Verdet1, Ernst Abbe2 and Lord 
Rayleigh3, light of a wavelength λ focused by a lens of 
numerical aperture n sin α < 1 cannot discern objects 
any closer together than distance d = λ/(2n sin α), 
because diffraction fuses their images into a single blur. 
In the same way, light cannot be focused more sharply 
than to a spot of d ≈ 200 nm in diameter and 400–700 nm  
in axial length, which corresponds to the resolution limit 
of basically all farfield light microscopes in the twenti-
eth century. The resolution issue began to change in 
the early 1990s when 4Pi microscopy4–7 and I5M (refs. 
8,9) improved the axial resolution by up to sevenfold. 
However, because these methods perfected focusing 
alone, they left the diffraction barrier entirely in place.

But now, a few years later, ‘diffraction-unlimited’ 
resolution has become most evident, accessible and 
even simple. The interested bystander is left wondering: 
What knocked the barrier over? What are the current 
limits? And what will be the limits in the future? In view 

of the fast pace that nanoscopy technology is taking, giv-
ing lasting answers is anything but prudent. Therefore, 
I have decided to leave the technical details aside and 
instead give a few insights into basic principles. After all, 
it is these principles that allow present methods to per-
form as they do and that determine what these methods 
will most likely achieve in the future.

Let us assume an unknown number of tiny fluorescent 
objects or molecules that are D < 200 nm apart. If they 
all possess different colors, separation is straightforward, 
as the right selection of filters will do the job. Discerning 
objects or molecules with distinct spectral character-
istics has never been precluded by diffraction10. So if 
someone had figured out an effective way to label each 
little object in a sample with a different color, the recent 
developments would have been less essential. But what 
if there is no way to put differently colored stickers on 
them? The answer is to switch their signals on and off so 
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Figure 1 | Memorial erected in Ernst Abbe’s honor displaying 
his equation describing the diffraction resolution limit, located 
in front of the physiology building of the University of Jena, 
Germany. (Courtesy of Rittweger, Sebesse MPI BPC)
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concepts photoactivation localization microscopy (PALM) and  
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). Because the 
number of states in a dye is limited, it is quite natural that several 
concepts rely on the same states and on similar mechanisms of fluo-
rescence switching.

The shared molecular mechanism leads to common aspects in 
many of these concepts, and these can be readily understood by 
looking into the basics of an incoherently driven optical transition. 
If a molecule can be transferred from one state to the other by light, 
the probability that the molecule remains in the first state decreases 
exponentially with the beam intensity I used; that is, it varies as 
exp(–I/Is). The ‘saturation intensity’ Is is a characteristic of the tran-
sition used, scaling inversely with the lifetimes of the two states16,17. 
Applying intensities I to a molecule that exceed Is makes it >63% 
probable that one of the photons brings about the switch; I > 5Is 
makes it almost certain (>99%). The longer the lifetime of the initial 
state, the more time we have to impinge upon it with a photon, and 
the longer the lifetime of the final state, the more durable the switch 
becomes. The lifetimes of the states can vary by orders of magnitude, 
and so does Is. The first dividing line between concepts is thus the 
switching mechanism and the intensities I required.

For example, owing to its nanoseconds-long lifetime, switch-
ing off the fluorescent state S1 by stimulated emission entails  
Is ≈ 5 MW cm–2. Such intensities and higher are best achieved with 
spot scanning, which is why this implementation is usually preferred 
with STED16,17. Switching to the triplet or similar dark state of the 
fluorophores having lifetimes of micro- to milliseconds needs 103 
to 106 times lower intensities13. Finally, <10W cm–2 are required 

that they are seen consecutively. This is exactly how current far-field 
optical nanoscopy techniques resolve objects that are closer togeth-
er than the diffraction limit. At the end of the day, the techniques 
known as STED11,12, GSD13, SPEM14 or SSIM15, RESOLFT16–19, 
PALM20, STORM21, FPALM22, PAINT23, dSTORM24, TL-PALM25 
and GSDIM26 (Table 1) all discern objects closer than 200 nm by 
switching their fluorophores on and off sequentially in time.

switching characteristics
To switch a fluorescent molecule on or off requires two states: a 
fluorescent (on) state and a dark (off) state, connected by a transi-
tion representing the actual switch. Several states in a fluorophore 
are suitable for such transitions16,18,27. The fluorescent singlet state 
S1 and the ground state S0 used in stimulated emission depletion 
(STED) microscopy are the most basic and obvious pair of bright 
and dark states. Excitation (S0→S1) makes the dye fluorescent, but 
applying a STED beam to quench it (S1→S0) switches the dye off. 
Two objects or molecules that would otherwise be blurred to a single 
spot can now be revealed individually by sequentially switching one 
of them off through STED. The same states are used in saturated 
pattern excitation microscopy (SPEM), also called saturated struc-
tured illumination microscopy (SSIM). Both ground state deple-
tion (GSD) and ground state depletion–individual molecule return 
microscopy (GSDIM) pair the fluorescent singlet state with the long-
lived dark triplet state for the on-off switch. The concept referred 
to as reversible saturable optical fluorescent transition (RESOLFT) 
includes switching isomerization (cis–trans) states and other opti-
cally bistable transitions in fluorophores16–18, as do the landmark 

Table 1 | Glossary of far-field fluorescence nanoscopy techniques
Technique description references

4Pi microscopy Improves the axial resolution in scanning far-field fluorescence three-dimensional 
microscopy by a factor of 3–7 using two opposing lenses of high numerical aperture. 
To sharpen the focal spot along the optical axis, the counterpropagating spherical 
wavefronts of the focused excitation light fields are coherently summed at the common 
focal point, and/or the spherical wavefronts of the emitted fluorescence light field 
are coherently summed at the detector. Depending on the specific implementation, 
mathematical deconvolution of raw data is either mandatory or optional. The concept 
essentially expands the aperture solid angle in microscopy.

4,5,7,83,84

I5M Improves the axial resolution in wide-field fluorescence three-dimensional microscopy. 
The scheme is similar to 4Pi microscopy. The counterpropagating excitation light field 
forms a flat standing wave, whereas emitted fluorescence light is collected through both 
lenses as spherical wavefronts that are summed at a common point of detection at a 
camera. Mathematical deconvolution of raw data is mandatory. It can also be combined 
with lateral resolution improvement in a method referred to as I5S.

8,9,85

STED: stimulated emission depletion 
microscopy

A non-diffraction-limited form of scanning far-field fluorescence microscopy. Typically, 
fluorescence excitation created by a focused beam of excitation light is narrowed down 
in space by simultaneously applying a second spot of light for molecular de-excitation 
featuring a central zero (for example, a doughnut). The role of the de-excitation (STED) 
beam is to effectively confine molecules to the ground state, thus, effectively switching 
off the ability of the dye to fluoresce. De-excitation occurs within the nanosecond 
lifetime of the fluorescent state. Because no de-excitation occurs at the central zero, the 
excited state is established only in the region close to the zero.

11,12,81,86

GSD: ground state depletion microscopy Analogous to STED microscopy. The area in which molecules can reside in the fluorescent 
state is narrowed down in space by transiently switching the dyes to a metastable dark 
state—specifically, the triplet state. The use of a dark state of micro- to millisecond lifetime 
reduces the intensity required for the molecular switch in comparison to STED. The concept 
of switching fluorophores between long-lived bright and dark states has successively been 
extended to switching by cis–trans isomerization and other optically induced molecular 
bistabilities in the concept called RESOLFT.

13,30,31 
 
 
 
 

(continued)
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to sharply define the coordinates where the molecule is on or off at 
any time point t. If the wavelength of I(x,t) is selected to switch the 
dye off, applying I(x,t) > 5Is everywhere outside the zero confines 
the ‘on’ state to the zero and its immediate proximity. Conversely, if 
I(x,t) is chosen to switch the dye on, adjusting I(x,t) > 5Is outside 
the zero confines the ‘off ’ state in the same way. Surrounding the 
zero point with peak intensities Imax>> Is confines one of the states 
to a narrow spatial interval around the zero with full-width half-
maximum (FWHM)

 

I
s

aI
max

n
d ≈

/1sin2 +α
λ

where a > 0 is a parameter that takes into consideration the ‘shape 
of the zero’29, for example, whether it is a zero point or a zero line. 
For Imax = 0, we have the diffraction limit, whereas for Imax >> Is, 
the state is sharply defined. If I(x,t) is designed to switch the dye off, 
any fluorescence photon must originate from this sharply defined 
interval d around the zero. If, conversely, I(x,t) is designed to switch 
the dye on, no photon will originate from that region around the 
zero. As the square root of Imax/Is increases, d decreases.

For simplicity, let us now assume the first case, wherein I(x,t) 
is off-switching, confining the ‘on’ state in a subdiffraction-sized 
region of dimension d. Molecules or tiny objects at distance  
< λ/(2n sin α) can now be resolved by shifting the intensity zeros 
across them and registering the signal for each position in space. If 
they are further apart than d, the molecules cannot be simultane-
ously in the ‘on’ state and hence are registered separately. Conversely, 

when switching between the metastable dark and bright states of 
switchable fluorescent proteins or photochromic, bistable organic 
fluorophores16,17,20,21,28. As the intensity I is given by the laser power 
divided by the area, a fluorescence nanoscope that uses switching 
between longer-lifetime states can accommodate less powerful light 
sources and/or larger fields of view.

Switching distinguishes the objects, but to assemble an image, we 
also need their coordinates. For that we have two options27. Either 
we target the coordinates in the sample by using optical methods 
to actively define the areas in the sample where the fluorophores 
must be on or off, or we let individual fluorophores go on and off 
stochastically and find out where these events happened. The first 
route is taken in STED, GSD, SPEM/SSIM and RESOLFT, whereas 
the second one is used in PALM and STORM, as well as in the meth-
ods called points accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topogra-
phy (PAINT), direct STORM (dSTORM), time-lapse (TL)-PALM 
and GSDIM. Targeted versus stochastic switching is the second 
main dividing line in current nanoscopy schemes27, with major 
implications for imaging speed, instrument complexity, sensitivity 
and scope.

nanoscopy by targeted switching and readout
The coordinate-targeted readout and switching is accomplished by 
a spatial light intensity distribution I(x,t) featuring one or many 
‘zeros’ changing their position over time t (Fig. 2). Wherever there 
is light, the molecules can be switched, but, clearly, switching will be 
absent wherever the intensity is zero. This simple approach allows us 

Table 1 | Glossary of far-field fluorescence nanoscopy techniques (continued)
Technique description references

SPEM/SSIM: saturated pattern excitation 
microscopy or saturated structured 
illumination microscopy

A wide-field recording, highly parallelized scanning microscopy in which the molecules 
are strongly excited to the fluorescent state, depleting the ground state (that is, switched 
from the ground state to the fluorescent state) outside the line-shaped zeros produced by 
a standing wave interference pattern. To cover the field of view, the pattern is scanned 
across the specimen by phase-shifting the maxima of the interference pattern and reading 
out the fluorescence imaged onto a camera for each scanning step. Because resolution is 
improved only perpendicular to the line-shaped zeros, the pattern is tilted several times 
to cover all directions in the focal plane. Mathematical analysis of the data renders super-
resolved images. Even scanning a single line-zero would give super resolution, but the 
use of an array of lines parallelizes the process over a large area.

14,15

RESOLFT: reversible saturable/switchable 
optically linear fluorescence transition

A generalization of STED and GSD microscopy for molecular switching, including  
switching of reversibly activatable proteins and organic fluorophores. Switching can be 
regarded as a perfect saturable transition from one state to the other. The terminology 
‘saturated transition’ is used in conjunction with molecular ensembles to also account 
for the fact that in an ensemble the population of the two states may equilibrate to 
fractions—say, 90% in the off state and 10% in the on state.

16–18,87,88

(F)PALM, STORM: (fluorescence) 
photoactivation localization microscopy, 
stochastic optical reconstruction  
microscopy

Switches individual molecules stochastically and sparsely on by light-induced activation 
and then off, to detect a bunch of m photons from a single molecule on a camera, emitted 
while the molecules are in the on state. Calculating the centroid of the diffraction blob 
produced by each molecule and registering the coordinates of each molecule produces 
an image consisting of individual molecule positions. STORM has been initiated with 
pairs of photochromic cyanine dyes with one of them used as an activation (switch-on) 
facilitator.

20–22,36,41,42,49,79

dSTORM: direct STORM A simplified version of STORM that refrains from using a special dye for activation. 24

GSDIM: ground state depletion followed  
by individual molecule return

Switches off by depleting the molecular ground state and shelving the dye molecules 
in their triplet state, as in GSD. However, unlike GSD, it uses a stochastic readout, as 
in PALM, STORM, FPALM and dSTORM. It differs from these stochastic methods in that 
the dye molecule is not optically activated but is automatically switched on after its 
spontaneous return from the dark (triplet) state to its singlet state.

26,40

PAINT: point accumulation for imaging  
in nanoscale topography

A method in which the ‘on’ state is generated by the binding of something to the structure 
to be imaged, and the ‘off’ state by free diffusion or another dark (bleached) state.

23
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tion with molecular switches requiring low intensities (low Is), such 
as reversibly photoactivatable fluorescent proteins and photochromic 
organic fluorophores as put forth in the concept called RESOLFT16–18. 
However, no matter what the switching mechanism, or whether we use 
doughnuts or—as in structured illumination—lines, the resolution of 
all nanoscopy concepts using a targeted readout scheme (STED, GSD, 
SPEM/SSIM, RESOLFT and so forth) is governed by equation (1).

Therefore, all these concepts have an optical transfer function with 
‘infinitely expanded’ frequency passband featuring a FWHM32 that 
scales with 1/d, and hence also with the square root of (Imax/Is). The 
reason for the square-root law in equation (1) and in the expansion of 
the passband is the quadratic rise of the intensity in the proximity of 
a local intensity zero—which usually applies irrespective of whether 
the zero is produced by a doughnut or by structured illumination.

nanoscopy by stochastic switching and readout
In the stochastic route taken by PALM, STORM or FPALM, indi-
vidual molecules are switched on randomly in space. The ‘on’ state 
is either elicited by the absorption of a photon (photoactivation), 
as in PALM, STORM or dSTORM, or it occurs spontaneously from 
an optically created ‘off ’ state, as in GSDIM. It can also be driven by 
binding affinity (PAINT) or by chemiluminescence. A major dif-
ference from the previous concepts is that the ‘on’ state molecule 
must lead to the consecutive emission of m detectable photons 
before returning back to an ‘off ’ state. Ensuring that the ‘on’ state 
molecules are >λ/(2n sin α) apart allows one to record many indi-
vidual molecules from distinct coordinates in parallel, because they 
render distinct diffraction spots on a camera. The spots from these 
individual molecules yield the molecular coordinates with precision  
λ/[2n(sin α)m1/2] through centroid calculation33–35, which is then 
registered as a tick mark in coordinate space21. Registration of a 

if they are closer than d, the molecules are inseparable because they 
can emit in concert. The resolution is thus given by d, and the coor-
dinates of each molecule or little object are acquired through the 
position of the zero, with uncertainty d. This is how STED, GSD and 
RESOLFT discern molecules on the nanoscale.

To give an example, in STED microscopy I(x,t) is usually formed 
into a doughnut that switches the fluorophores off except at its very 
center. Joining this beam with a regularly focused excitation beam 
and translating it across the specimen switches molecules on and 
off, so that those at distance > d fluoresce consecutively, whereas 
those closer than d sum their signals. Hence STED overcomes the 
diffraction barrier by making sure that narrowly spaced molecules 
of the same kind are in different states; that is, either on or off. GSD 
microscopy13,30,31 uses the same strategy except that it switches the 
molecules off by ‘shelving’ them for a short time in the dark, meta-
stable triplet state. The ability to tune the spatial dimension d in 
which the molecules are in different states demonstrates that the 
limiting role of diffraction is truly overcome.

The same readout principle is applied in SPEM14/SSIM15, except 
that I(x,t) is used to switch the fluorophores on, thus confining the 
‘off ’ state. SPEM/SSIM has also introduced the application of many 
line-shaped zeros (‘structured illumination’) and thus parallelized 
detection from many sample coordinates using a camera. Molecules 
that are simultaneously ‘off ’ fall within the same region of FWHM d 
or are further apart than the diffraction limit λ/(2n sin α). Because 
objects that are further apart than λ/(2n sin α) can readily be sepa-
rated, they need no time-sequential observation and can be observed 
in parallel15,16. Therefore, it is conceptually unnecessary to scan a zero 
further than the diffraction limit. This parallelization strategy can be 
applied to any targeted readout modality, including STED microscopy. 
However, parallelized schemes are particularly attractive in conjunc-
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a bFigure 2 | Fluorescence switching strategies for super-resolution image 
assembly. To resolve details that are closer than the diffraction limit λ/(2n 
sin α), current far-field fluorescence nanoscopy schemes switch molecular 
fluorescence on and off so that adjacent features or molecules do not emit 
simultaneously. Switching means transferring the molecules from a fluorescent 
state (A) to a dark state (B), or vice versa. There are two strategies: (a) 
In the targeted mode, a spatial light intensity distribution I(x,t) having a 
zero intensity point in space switches the molecules such that one of the 
states—here A—is confined to sub-diffraction dimensions d. For example, in 
STED microscopy the zero-intensity point is realized by a doughnut-shaped 
beam I(x,t) for molecular de-excitation (upper left corner) switching off all 
molecules that are not located at the zero, thus sharply confining a region 
with diameter d << λ/(2n sin α) in which the molecules are on (in state 
A). The image is assembled by shifting the pattern I(x,t) over the sample 
(scanning) and recording adjacent features sequentially in time. Several 
molecules can reside in the same sub-diffraction-sized region. To parallelize 
the recording procedure (lower right corner), I(x,t) can also feature an array 
of zero lines or points with pitch > λ/(2n sin α) and implement camera 
recording. To super-resolve in all directions, the line pattern must be tilted 
and scanned an appropriate number of times. Bottom, comparison of confocal 
(Conf) and STED image of immunolabeled vimentin in a mammalian cell, after 
linear deconvolution. Imaged by R. Medda using the compact supercontinuum 
STED microscope described by D. Wildanger et al. Opt. Expr. 16, 9614 (2008). 
(b) In the stochastic switching mode, such as in PALM and STORM, individual 
molecules are switched on (to state A) randomly in space, emitting m >> 
1 photons in a row, while the surrounding molecules remain in the dark 
state. The distance between the ‘on’ molecules should be > λ/(2n sin α) to facilitate recognition of individual molecules. Their coordinates are gained by 
calculation of their centroids. In the variant GSDIM, the molecules are first switched off to B and then pop up spontaneously in A. Bottom, comparison of a 
conventional wide-field image with a GSDIM image of microtubules (green) and peroxisomes (red) in mammalian cells. Imaged by J. Fölling as described in J. 
Fölling et al. Nat. Methods 5, 943 (2008). Scale bars, 1 μm.
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that simultaneously records the signal of all molecules from the 
area targeted.

Yet targeting an area also means targeting ‘empty’ space, which, 
if there is a lot of it, slows the recording. Here, the stochastic mode 
has a clear advantage because it reads out only where molecules 
are present. Also, it discloses valuable information on a per- 
molecule level48. The low background required for single-mole-
cule readout operation explains why initial PALM and STORM 
recordings have mostly been implemented with total internal 
reflection schemes20,36, but, if background is low, three-dimen-
sional recording is possible and has been demonstrated37,49. In 
contrast, STED microscopy can direct its nanosized spots to arbi-
trary positions inside a three-dimensional cell, as recently shown 
by imaging dendritic spines in living organotypic hippocampal 
slices50. This feature is also of great advantage when investigating 
fast (millisecond) dynamics of labeled molecules in nanosized 
areas in space by fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy51, whereas 
an advantage of the stochastic readout, such as in PALM, is to 
track the movement of individual molecules in time25,41.

Aberrations affect both readout modes. In the targeted mode 
they may ‘fill up’ the zeros, impairing resolution and reducing 
signal. To render d < 30 nm, the zeros should amount to less than 
2% of Imax. Likewise, aberrations distort the fluorescence spot that 
is required to precisely localize single molecules on a camera.

However, the most relevant practical difference between the two 
strategies is the economy of the switching19,27. In the targeted mode, 
the molecules are inevitably switched on and off several times, as 
the zeros are scanned across the sample. This is the price to be paid 
for the ability to grab the signal of many molecules residing in 
the same place all at the same time. In contrast, to be registered in 
the stochastic readout, a molecule needs to undergo only a single 
switching cycle (off→on→off). Unlike in STED, there is no need 
to switch off neighboring molecules in PALM and STORM because 
they are ‘off ’ already. Unless the sample must be imaged repeatedly, 
the final dark state can be any dark (bleaching) state.

Unfortunately, available reversibly switchable fluorescent pro-
teins and switchable organic fluorophores allow only a limited 
number of switching cycles. This is the reason why, although 
suggested16 for and demonstrated19,28,52 in the targeted mode 
RESOLFT, the low Is molecular switching transitions such 
as the (reversible) photoactivation of fluorescent proteins or 
organic fluorophores have been more effective in PALM and 
STORM. ‘Switching fatigue’ at present seems to be an obstacle 
to realizing nanoscopy based on targeted readout at ultralow 
illumination19,28,52. Conversely, ‘switching fatigue’ is to RESOLFT 
as discarding of events having m < M photons is to PALM and 
STORM. The higher the required resolution, the more molecular 
events are discarded.

In any case, the future discovery of molecular switches afford-
ing many switching cycles will enable a far-field optical RESOLFT 
nanoscopy that can grab the fluorescence of several molecules 
within a physically predefined resolution range d. Such molecular 
switches should thus allow for highly parallelized, fast recording 
at intensities that are 103–106 times lower than in STED micros-
copy. Similarly, the stochastic readout is expected to become sub-
stantially faster once faster cameras are available and m can be 
increased substantially. A possible solution to increasing m and 
its statistical distribution is to replace fluorescence switching 
with the switching of scattering events—for example, of colloidal  

resentative number of calculated coordinates renders a number of 
calculated position tick marks that form an image.

Notably, some molecules may be localized more precisely than 
others, because m varies from event to event following a statistical 
distribution. Therefore, to ensure a certain resolution, the stochastic 
readout mode defines a brightness threshold (for example, m > M 
≈ 50), meaning that molecular events with smaller m are discarded. 
M will depend on the average number of photon emissions in the 
‘on’ state and on the desired resolution, which, provided there is no 
background, exceeds λ/[2n(sin α)M1/2]. Thus PALM, STORM and 
other concepts using a stochastic readout have achieved remarkable 
resolution of <20 nm in the focal plane20,36,37.

To keep data acquisition short, the m photons must be emit-
ted quickly. A solution is to operate the camera at a fast frame rate 
(~500 Hz) and apply an excitation intensity ensuring that the m 
photons are emitted within the duration of a camera frame (~2 ms  
at present). The camera can be conveniently operated in asyn-
chrony with the off-on-off switching cycle of the molecule, as put 
forth in the variant ‘PALM with independently running acquisition’ 
(PALMIRA)38,39 and GSDIM26. These concepts have also resorted to 
switching mechanisms, such as ground state depletion by dark state 
population, whereby both the (off-)switching and the production of 
the photon bunch can be realized with the same laser26,38–40. They 
probably are the simplest far-field nanoscopy systems to implement, 
because they require just uniform laser illumination, a freely run-
ning camera and appropriate software.

Implementation considerations
Simplicity of implementation is a major asset of PALM and 
STORM and of all nanoscopy modalities using stochastic  
molecular switching. However, the registration of the data and the 
correct image assembly require more caution41,42. In particular, 
one must avoid two molecules appearing simultaneously in the 
‘on’ state within distance λ/(2n sinα) because they would be mis-
taken as a single, misplaced molecule. Therefore, when switching 
on (activating) molecules, the applied intensity must be adapted 
in inverse proportion to the local fluorophore concentration20. 
If N gives the number of molecules within an area of diameter 
λ/(2n sin α), switching on with an intensity <<Is/N ensures that 
the ‘on’-state molecules are far enough apart. Stronger intensities 
will lead to ‘multiple molecule’ events, whereas excessively weak 
intensities will unduly slow down the recording.

With STED microscopy, it is just the other way around. Setting 
up a STED system requires expertise in optics, but, once built, it can 
be used like a scanning (confocal) microscope. Observation of the 
labeling density is not needed because the resolution is physically 
determined by d.

There are also other differences between the two modalities. 
Whereas in PALM and STORM the m > M photons from a single 
molecule are spent computing the molecule’s coordinates, in STED 
all photons from all molecules within d contribute to a pixel. Thus, 
it is possible to quickly discern tiny features of size < d by fast scan-
ning43, as has been demonstrated by imaging synaptic vesicles in 
living neurons at video rate44. Moreover, because d can be arbi-
trarily tuned in size, one can balance between high resolution and 
fast fluorescence collection, which is useful in many applications. 
Although it can deal with single molecules, the targeted readout 
mode does not rely on the detection of single molecules45–47, as 
does the stochastic readout mode; rather, it is an ensemble method 
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and routinely applied to single molecules60, localization alone did 
not provide nanoscale images61,62 with useful fluorophores and 
under ambient conditions63. The seminal transition from local-
ization to imaging54,64, which has culminated in the PALM and 
STORM concept20–22, was enabled by fluorescence switching. This 
is the essence of all nanoscopy concepts discussed herein and the 
singular element without which none of them could produce an 
image.

How we got here
This brings us to the question of why the far-field diffraction barrier 
persisted for so long. A clue is to be found on Abbe’s memorial (Fig. 
1). Abbe’s and Rayleigh’s equations are about propagating waves, 
and, in fact, Abbe’s theory is just about wave decomposition and the 
limited passband of spatial frequencies carried by waves through 
a microscope. In my view, the success of Abbe’s theory directed 
too much attention on waves and on the passband. “A meaningful 
increase in resolution is not possible because of the limited pass-
band” was for a long time a popular reason to dismiss any hope for 
better resolution with conventional objective lenses. Clearly, with 
conventional lenses65 there is still no way to change the propaga-
tion of waves such that the microscope’s passband of wave spectra 
is expanded or the light more sharply confined than allowed by dif-
fraction. Therefore, in the quest for nanoscale optical resolution, 
it seemed natural to trade off lenses and free wave propagation for 
mechanical confinement by nanosized tips, which is the philosophy 
of near-field optics66–69.

Of course, ideas were put forward that claimed to allow for ‘far-
field’ super resolution, such as the Toraldo pupil filters70, the Lukosz 
principle71 and, to some extent, also confocal microscopy72,73 but 
even under optimistic assessments these concepts could never have 
provided an improvement of more than a factor of two. Other con-
siderations of super resolution74 were based on inadequate assump-
tions about the nature of diffraction and hence did not lead to valid 
conclusions. Sophisticated mathematical approaches of image res-
toration75 were successfully applied but were limited by the signal-
to-noise ratio prevalent in fluorescence images. The notion that 
optical nonlinearities could potentially improve the resolution also 
was around, but the popular multiphoton processes were clearly 
unsuitable, and so no one could specify how it could really be done. 
It remained a vague notion. For all these reasons, in the early 1990’s, 
it was widely accepted that overcoming the diffraction barrier in a 
focusing light microscope was not realistic. The only effective path-
way of optical microscopy to the nanoscale seemed to be given by the 
physical confinement of light, that is, by near-field optics66–69.

By placing the fluorophore—specifically, transitions between 
a dark and a bright state—at center stage11,13,76, STED and GSD 
microscopy followed a radically different pathway. Instead of 
confining or isolating the light, I(x,t), as near-field optics does, 
these concepts directly confined or isolated a molecular state—
specifically, the fluorescent state—by transiently switching neigh-
boring molecules into a dark state. This basic change in strategy 
is also reflected in the point-spread functions (PSFs) of STED 
and GSD microscopes. Whereas the PSFs of the standard far-field 
optical microscopes of that time basically describe diffraction-
limited light intensity distributions (or higher orders thereof), 
the PSFs of STED and GSD microscopes mirror the spatial dis-
tribution of the fluorophore on-state as resulting from the delib-
erately imposed molecular switching11,13. The addition of related 

particle pairs connected with a linker that changes its length upon 
photon absorption.

The nonlinearity angle
In the targeted mode, ‘switching’ actually means that a molecule 
is transferred from one state to the other with high probability. 
Because the probability of transition from one state to the other 
ideally depends exponentially on the applied intensity, one can read-
ily interpret STED, GSD, SPEM/SSIM and RESOLFT as nonlinear 
optical concepts. (This nonlinearity, however, is fundamentally dif-
ferent from m-photon processes, in which the nonlinearity stems 
from the concomitant action of m photons). By applying I<<Is, the 
stochastic readout mode such as that used in PALM and STORM 
clearly avoids this nonlinear dependence on switching intensity. Still, 
there is an inherent nonlinear optical dependence in the stochastic 
mode as well, which, of course, is not based on the intensity used for 
switching, but on the intensity of molecular emission.

The reason for that is very simple. To be registered, a switched-
on molecule has to send m > M photons to the detector. Similar to 
m-photon excitation, in which m photons need to arrive at the same 
molecule to produce a single excitation event, we require the same 
molecule to yield >m detectable photons to produce a single detec-
tion event. Such an ‘m-photon detection’ event53 inherently depends 
nonlinearly (with order m) on the emitted fluorescence intensity. So, 
whereas a targeted readout mode such as STED microscopy uses a 
nonlinear dependence on the number of switching photons to active-
ly define the coordinates of registration, the stochastic readout modes 
in PALM and STORM use a nonlinear dependence on the number of 
detected photons to find out the coordinates of registration.

Intimately connected with this aspect is that STED microscopy 
displays the measured photons linearly, whereas PALM and STORM 
represent the measured photons nonlinearly in the image. In the lat-
ter, photon events m < M are clipped, which is why single-molecule 
switching images tend to be very clear, pointillistic54,55 and free of 
background. This is not to say that a nonlinear photon representa-
tion is unattractive, because, ultimately, we want to see the objects 
and not the photons. Producing images just ‘by physics’, STED, GSD 
and RESOLFT microscopy have the advantage of yielding linear 
photon representations. Nonetheless, applying deconvolution algo-
rithms resulting in nonlinear representations of the measured pho-
tons can be very useful. In fact, the more the spot size d approaches 
the size of the features, the more effective these algorithms become 
simply because there are fewer objects to be disentangled. In a sense, 
one may even argue that the localization in PALM and STORM is 
a perfected nonlinear deconvolution that uses the a priori assump-
tion of having recorded a single molecule. In any case, attributing 
the super-resolution capabilities of STED, GSD, SSIM and related 
concepts to ‘optical nonlinearities’ but those of PALM and STORM 
to ‘localization’ misses the nonlinear aspects of the latter.

A nonlinearity aficionado may therefore argue that some sort of 
nonlinearity is needed after all. But then again, multiphoton absorp-
tion56 and scattering57, which have been most popular in micros-
copy for almost two decades, are not effective in pushing the far-field 
optical resolution to the nanoscale58,59. In my view, the nonlinearity 
angle does not single out the central point of the current nanoscopy 
development, which is the saturated transition or switching between 
two states.

Similarly, localization per se cannot provide super resolution. This 
is why, although it had been known and used for a long time33,34, 
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is provocative because Imax/Is → ∞ yields d → 0, thus raising the 
question as to what happens if Imax is increased to very high val-
ues. Let us imagine a molecule of 0.3–3 nm in size placed at the 
point of zero intensity of the electric field. If we steadily increase 
Imax, the light becomes non-negligible at the periphery of the elec-
tron orbitals while their central part is still being weakly exposed. 
Because different parts of the orbitals experience electric fields of 
different strengths, they will have differently pronounced contri-
butions to a light-induced transition. The spatial structure of the 
light field cannot be ignored with respect to the size of the mol-
ecules, and the dipole approximation is not expected to remain 
valid. Translating the zero across the molecule changes the tran-
sition probability of, say, excitation, stimulated emission, photo 
conversion or photoisomerization as a function of the orbital 
structure and the role of certain parts in certain transitions. No 
matter how quickly this ‘inframolecular’ photophysics or photo-
chemistry becomes reality, this fascinating prospect once more 
highlights there is plenty to discover down at the bottom—with 
lenses and focused light!
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